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In H is for Hook: A Fishing Alphabet, seasoned angler Judy Young tackles topics such as types of

lures, where to fish, and what equipment you will need, along with the basics of cleaning, filleting,

and cooking your final catch. And since every fisherman loves to brag about the "one that got

away," she includes suggestions on how to capture your fishing memories through journals and

photography. For anglers everywhere, reading H is for Hook is the next best thing to being at the

end of a fishing pole waiting to land that big one.
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I have a hard time holding my 3 year old sons interest in trying to learn his letters. His twin sister is

leaps ahead of him. He LOVES fishing, so I gave this a try and it worked! He loves reading this book

and has learned a few more letters because of it and the fish foam letters that we bought as well.

This alphabet book moves along smoothly with engaging artwork and rhythmic verse. Very

enjoyable for adults and young readers to share together.

This book is colorful and interesting for young children interested in fishing. It also has a lot of great

information as they get older & gain more experience. We might have to get another copy for a



different grandson when he gets a little older.

This beautifully illustrated picture book includes both broad ideas or topics and detailed information

to interest children about fishing and fish.

I bought this for a colleague who welcomed his first grandchild. He is the biggest fishing lover I know

and I was delighted to find a fishing alphabet book for him to read to his grandchild.

This is a good book for a child who loves fishing. He took the book to school where the author

signed the childrens' copies. Especially appeals to young boys who fish.

It was for a younger child's birthday present, so I don't know how he likes it. But he can grow into

the understanding of fishing with this book,
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